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Abstract

Objective—Long-term acceptability among computerized clinical decision support system (CDSS) users in pediatrics is unknown. We examine user acceptance patterns over six years of our continuous computerized CDSS integration and updates.

Materials and Methods—Users of Child Health Improvement through Computer Automation (CHICA), a CDSS integrated into clinical workflows and used in several urban pediatric community clinics, completed annual surveys including 11 questions covering user acceptability. We compared responses across years within a single healthcare system and between two healthcare systems. We used logistic regression to assess the odds of a favorable response to each question by survey year, clinic role, part-time status, and frequency of CHICA use.

Results—Data came from 380 completed surveys between 2011 and 2016. Responses were significantly more favorable for all but one measure by 2016 (OR range 2.90–12.17, all p < 0.01). Increasing system maturity was associated with improved perceived function of CHICA (OR range 4.24–7.58, p < 0.03). User familiarity was positively associated with perceived CDSS function (OR range 3.44–8.17, p < 0.05) and usability (OR range 9.71–15.89, p < 0.01) opinions.
Conclusion—We present a long-term, repeated follow-up of user acceptability of a CDSS. Favorable opinions of the CDSS were more likely in frequent users, physicians and advanced practitioners, and full-time workers. CHICA acceptability increased as it matured and users become more familiar with it. System quality improvement, user support, and patience are important in achieving wide-ranging, sustainable acceptance of CDSS.
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1 Introduction
Clinical decision support systems (CDSS) are increasingly integrated into patient care and electronic health record systems. They provide services ranging from simple reminders to complex risk-prediction algorithms. Their efficacy depends on clinician acceptance and use [1–3]. Prior studies have acknowledged the difficulties and successful aspects of implementing computerized CDSS into clinical practice [4].

A large systematic review of CDSS identified 19 CDSS implementation trials that also included provider satisfaction measures [5]. Most described a generally positive user satisfaction, but only four showed significantly improved satisfaction compared to usual care or no CDSS. Six studies reported provider dissatisfaction. Most studies examined CDSS effects over 6–12 months, and only one study described results for more than three years.

A more recent systematic review of factors influencing guideline-based CDSS implementation identified several knowledge gaps, including user satisfaction and service quality [6]. The authors also did not find any studies reporting on satisfaction with specific CDSS functions or benefits from efficiency or error reduction.

Healthcare technology adoption requires time and institutional effort, and theories such as the Technology Adoption Model illustrate how perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness influence adoption [7]. In addition, software-based technology is often updated to fix unanticipated consequences and offer new features. As a result, satisfaction may change over time, necessitating assessment of CDSS acceptability over the long term.

The Child Health Improvement through Computer Automation (CHICA) system is an evidence-based, computerized CDSS that has been in use since 2004 at several urban community clinics in Indianapolis, IN [8]. The CHICA team regularly reviews weekly usage patterns, holds quarterly user meetings to solicit feedback, and continuously refines the system with upgrades based in part on these data [9]. Formative evaluations are an efficient method to understand user and system needs for iterative improvements. As part of ongoing quality improvement, CHICA users complete annual surveys on the acceptance, usability, and perceived efficacy of the system. Results from the first two years of these surveys demonstrated short-term improvement and general, qualitative acceptance [9]. To our knowledge, long-term acceptability results are not reported among computerized CDSS users, let alone in pediatrics. The current study examines user attitudes and opinions over six
years of continuous computerized CDSS integration and updates. We determine factors related to acceptability, and present results through the perspective of the Technology Adoption Model.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 CHICA

CHICA has been previously described in technical and clinical literature [8,10–12]. It is a computerized CDSS that uses patient data to generate patient screening questionnaires (Pre-Screener Form, PSF) that are completed in the waiting room. These answers are uploaded to the CHICA server, which combines them with previous answers and medical history from the patient’s medical record. CHICA uses medical logic modules with embedded priority scores [13] written in Arden Syntax (a programming language for encoding medical knowledge [14]) to compute a prioritized list of recommendations for providers. Along with blood pressure, heart rate, temperature, growth information, and an area to document a physical exam, the six highest priority recommendations are displayed on a Provider Worksheet (PWS). Providers can document their responses to the prompts by checking boxes. Responses go back into the CHICA database to inform future encounters and aid clinical research. See online Supplement B for samples and screenshots of CHICA user interfaces. CHICA also produces “just-in-time” handouts to reinforce provider counseling or collect further patient information. Finally, CHICA generates a prose note that includes the patient-identified risks from the PSF, information presented on the PWS, as well as provider answers to the PWS prompts. This text can be quickly imported into the clinical note. All CHICA interactions with patients, including PSF questions and handouts, are available in English and Spanish. Non-provider clinic personnel primarily interact with CHICA by distributing and collecting PSFs, PWSs (when using paper versions), and handouts.

CHICA started within one healthcare system (System A) in 2004 with one clinic and gradually expanded to five clinics by 2013. This healthcare system used the Regenstrief Medical Record System, a homegrown electronic health record (EHR), with origins starting in 1972 [15,16]. The surveys in this study extended through the last few months of use before the System A transitioned to a vendor-based EHR (Epic®, Epic Systems Corporation, Verona, WI), within which CHICA is currently integrated. In 2015, a second health system (System B) adopted CHICA, where it was integrated into a different vendor-based EHR (Cerner®, Cerner Corporation, Kansas City, MO) (See Figure 1 for timeline).

2.2 Paper to Electronic Conversion

Over the course of this study, the interfaces and workflow of CHICA changed from scanned paper to electronic methods. Prior to 2013, patients completed a paper PSF that was scanned into image-recognition software, which encoded their response in a database. The PSF was converted to a tablet interface through a staged rollout over 11 months between the survey administrations in 2012 and 2014 [17]. The basic functionality of prioritized screening questions remained the same. Soon afterwards, the PWS was converted to a webpage that recreated the paper functionality. Providers could access the webpage through a link in the EHR. Between the 2015 and 2016 surveys, providers could use either the webpage or paper
versions of the PWS, though paper use dwindled closer to the 2016 survey. The paper PWS version was officially disabled after the conclusion of the 2016 survey. The ability to import the CDSS-generated documentation into the clinic note remained unchanged throughout this process.

2.3 Surveys

The CHICA user acceptability survey consisted of 12 core questions (Table 1, which also includes abbreviations used hereafter) and several provider characteristic questions (e.g., clinic role, percent time in clinic).

Five core questions were positively worded and seven were negatively worded. We note that the item “CHICA often makes mistakes” was aimed towards clinical accuracy, and “CHICA makes lots of errors” was oriented more towards technical issues. The survey also included other items relating to specific decision support modules under evaluation, implementing, for example, medical-legal guidance, autism screening guidelines, and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) management. Only core questions—which address the general acceptability of the system—are included in this study. They were prepared as Likert items with a 5-point ordered response scale of strongly agree, somewhat agree, neutral, somewhat disagree, and strongly disagree. In order to encourage candid responses and suggestions for improvement, we did not collect identifiable information from participants.

We distributed surveys within System A annually in summer between 2011 and 2016, except for 2013 due to lack of funding (Figure 1). System B received the survey in 2016 only. As this survey was intended as a census rather than a representative sample, a research assistant (RA) from an independent research support network approached all CHICA users, including administrative staff, nurses, medical assistants, advanced practitioners, and physicians (residents and faculty). The RA identified herself as separate from the CHICA developers, reviewed the anonymous nature of survey, and invited the CHICA users to complete the surveys. A $5 gift card was offered as compensation. The surveys were completed before new intern physicians started in the clinics each year.

The surveys focused on a variety of concerns, and were both summative and formative, consistent with health information technology evaluation recommendations [18]. The CHICA development team implements continuous quality improvement and regular feature upgrades informed by this survey and regular contact with users [9].

Study data were collected and managed using REDCap, a web-based survey and database tool, hosted at Indiana University [19]. We dichotomized responses into favorable versus unfavorable with respect to the CHICA system (negatively worded questions were reverse scored). Since our primary outcome was an explicitly favorable response, neutral responses were categorized as unfavorable. We classified these core questions into questions about how CHICA functions or users’ usage of CHICA (Table 1). Clinic role was defined as provider (physician or advanced practitioner) or non-provider (nurse, MA, administrative staff). Clinic work time was self-reported as part-time or full-time. CHICA use was determined from a question, “I rarely, if ever, use CHICA”; “disagree” and “strongly disagree” responses were coded as frequent users, and all others were coded as infrequent
users. Intention to use CHICA was defined by a negative response to the reverse-coded question, “I would rather not use CHICA.”

We calculated phi coefficients to test correlation between survey items. We used multiple logistic regression to examine factors associated with a favorable response for each core question, controlling for survey year, clinic role, part-time status, and CHICA use frequency. In order to assess the relative contributions to user satisfaction of familiarity with the software versus the maturity of the software itself, we again used multiple logistic regression to compare System B (new users of a mature system [2016]) with System A over time (new users of new system [2011] and familiar users of a mature system [2016]). We deemed System A 2011 and System B 2016 users to have similar familiarity with the system, and all users in 2016 to be using a similar system maturity level. We used RStudio [20] and R software [21] to conduct the statistical analyses. This study was reviewed and approved by the Indiana University Human Subjects Office.

3 Results

We collected data from 352 completed surveys out of the 354 surveys distributed to System A members over five waves. Twenty-eight users from System B completed surveys in 2016. An average of 70.4 (SD 6.9) users per year responded in System A. All surveys that were distributed were returned, except for the 2012 wave (97% completion). Complete responses from System A for our variables of interest were available for an average of 93.8% (SD 0.8%) of core questions. Slightly more than half of System A respondents were providers (55.1%) or full-time employees (53.4%). Of the 64 physicians that identified the year they completed residency, the earliest was 1967 and median was 2002. Overall, 80% of respondents reported being frequent CHICA users, and among providers, an average of 92% (SD 2%) identified themselves as frequent users each year (Table 2). The phi coefficients of correlation for pairwise question results ranged between 0.03 and 0.49 (median 0.23).

During the 3-month periods surrounding survey waves in 2014, 2015, and 2016, the average weekly PSF response rate was 88.6% (standard deviation 3.3%). In this same period, providers returned 77.6% (SD 11%) of their worksheets.

Figure 2 presents the percent of respondents who answered favorably to each question by survey year. The favorable responses generally outweigh the unfavorable opinions, with a notable portion of users within the neutral area. However, over the five waves, neutral responses appeared stable to diminishing, as “stronger” opinions prevailed. A rightward and downward trend visually indicates a satisfaction increase over time.

Multiple logistic regression outputs are represented as forest plots in Figure 3. This provides a core question-level understanding of acceptance trends. For example, each year users reported steady improvement in CHICA making documentation easier, whereas markedly more users felt CHICA handouts were useful in 2016. In 2012 (the second year of surveys), significantly more users preferred to use CHICA and reported that CHICA uncovered missed issues and reminded them of forgotten items. By 2016, CHICA acceptance increased
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in all measures except one (Slows clinic). Compared to the 2011 baseline, CHICA acceptance never significantly declined.

Frequent CHICA users reported easier documentation, fewer errors, and more agreement with advice given by CHICA. Additionally, the frequent users intended to use CHICA significantly more than non-frequent users. Providers were more likely to report CHICA uncovered missed issues, reminded them of things otherwise forgotten, and provided useful handouts. Part-time workers viewed CHICA’s technical support and handouts less favorably than full-time employees.

Figure 4 is a summary view of these 11 regression models (one for each acceptance measure), and identifies function versus usage measures across the regression predictors. User acceptance was more heterogeneous in later years. Table A.1 presents the adjusted model results.

3.1 User familiarity and system maturity

Twenty-eight survey responses from System B were separately compared to 71 (2011) and 75 (2016) from System A. Users with the same maturity of software but more familiar using it reported better technical support, easier documentation, fewer errors, more useful handouts, and a stronger preference to use CHICA (Table 3).

Respondents with similar familiarity but more mature software more strongly identified CHICA as uncovering missed issues, rarely making mistakes and providing advice with which they agreed – all of which were function-related measures. No measures in these analyses had a significant decrease in favorability related to user familiarity or system maturity. The full results are given in Tables A.2 and A.3.

4 Discussion

This study presents long-term, repeated follow-up data of user acceptance of a CDSS in use since 2004 in busy pediatric ambulatory clinics. CHICA users reported increasing acceptance with both the function and usage of the system over time. Acceptability also changed favorably with user familiarity and system maturity.

The satisfaction reported on our surveys could be due to many factors. In a systematic review of CDSS effects, Bright et al. [5] described several factors associated with high provider satisfaction, including use in academic and ambulatory settings, EHR integration, local development, synchronous and point of care recommendations, and not requiring a mandatory response. More recently, Kilsdonk et al. [6] reiterated several of these same factors in a separate systematic review. CHICA shared these characteristics, and also has regular user support meetings, onsite technical support, and regular system upgrades, which may contribute to the positive results in this study. More importantly, CHICA is built on four factors previously associated [4] with improving clinical practice: integration in clinical workflow, actionable recommendations, point of care decision support, and computer-based methods. We suggest our clinician acceptability is also driven by improved clinical practice.
We can also turn to the science of information technology implementation to enlighten the connections between our users’ responses. The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and its variations are widely used to describe adoption of information systems at the individual level, including within the health information technology (IT) setting [7]. At its core, TAM describes a pathway where perceived usefulness (function) and ease of use (usage) influence a user’s attitude toward a technology, their intention to use it, and, in turn, actually using the system [22]. Our study was not designed to test causation, but our results describe associations that fit well with the basis of the TAM. Three function domain questions (addressing “usefulness”: Documentation easier, Makes errors, Disagree with advice) were associated with frequent CHICA use. Recent efforts to extend TAM for health IT show that perceived reliability (Makes mistakes, Makes errors in our study) and compatibility with work goal (Uncovers missed issues, Reminds me, Easier documentation in our study) are significant contributors to the usefulness and ease of use variables [23]. Our results also show significant association of favorable responses over time with questions addressing those topics. Finally, intention to use CHICA was strongly associated with frequent use—the final pathway for technology adoption reflecting intention and its subsequent behavior.

Another factor that may affect CDSS user responses is the advertised vision of health information technology [24]. Satisfaction is dampened when physicians perceive a quality reduction attributed to a gap between the current state and the promise of a meaningfully useful EHR [25]. Even more extreme, the enlightening expectations for future systems described in popular media [26] may brood disappointment when a user turns to the reality of day-to-day implementation.

Frequent CHICA users felt CHICA made documentation easier, suggesting familiarity with the system helped efficiency [27]. Additionally, they felt CHICA was more accurate than infrequent users did. We propose the perceived inaccuracy helped drive infrequent use, per models of technology adoption where perceptions drive adoption [7], but this study can only determine association, not causality.

End-user satisfaction can vary by clinical role [28,29]. Based on prior CHICA analyses, clinicians respond to nearly half of the recommendations displayed [9,30,31], which is similar to historical estimates of clinician engagement with CDSS [32]. In our study, nearly all clinicians self-identified as frequent CHICA users. Clinical providers (physicians and mid-level providers) stood out by saying the decision supports identified otherwise unnoticed issues and that the printed handouts were accurate and useful. We expect that some of this was because non-provider staff did not see the decision support prompts intended for the providers. For future implementation, it is important to address and train towards the unique needs of each end user’s role in the healthcare team.

The first areas to show significant improvement were Uncovers missed issues, Reminds me, and Rather not use. These topics reflect the core of computerized CDSS as a method for harnessing technology to improve the “non-perfectibility of man” [32]. Additionally, acceptability with these core topics coincides with an early increase in preference to use the system. By the most recent survey, all measures except one were significantly more favorable than the baseline. As seen in Figure 4, the distribution of odds ratios increased.
between 2011 and 2016. Specific satisfaction areas increased by differing amounts, reflecting the heterogeneity of user perspectives and patterns. For example, CHICA users may be more sensitive to improving technical support (2016 OR 7.74, CI 3.21–20.51) than easier documentation (2016 OR 2.9, CI 1.39–6.18).

Many questions showed a relative dip in favorable responses in the 2015 survey wave. We suggest this is due to the crossover period when the clinician-facing components of CHICA were using both paper and electronic interfaces. Babbot et al [33] identified higher stress levels among clinicians during a paper-to-electronic transition phase, compared to a more exclusive paper or electronic record. The electronic interface was increasingly adopted through the time covered under the 2016 survey, and responses were highest at that time. While paper records in some form are integral to clinic flow for the foreseeable future, informaticians can prepare for this phenomenon by minimizing the overlap between health record media types, especially during transition times.

Apart from the 2015 dip, the odds of responding favorably to the core measures increased year-over-year for nearly all questions. The health information technology literature includes sustained customer engagement, responsive support staff, and IT team visibility as factors promoting successful implementation [34,35]. The CHICA development team meets weekly to review feedback and performance, and clinicians and full-time developers implement new modules and features over time. Support staff are available in the various clinics to provide real-time, in situ training and problem resolution. All CHICA users are invited to quarterly user group meetings at their respective clinic sites where development team and medical directors review usage and receive direct feedback. Additionally, the surveys we examine in this study serve as annual feedback to the development team. We propose these multifaceted efforts aided the continually-improving user acceptability [9].

CHICA offers advice that is both guideline-based and tailored (personalized) to individual patients. This model will become increasingly important as machine learning and other forms of personalized medicine are introduced to decision support [36,37]. Our results emphasize the importance of continuously monitoring user feedback, including trust and acceptance of advanced algorithms, and adjusting accordingly.

Users with similar familiarity levels but a more mature CHICA implementation were more likely to report favorably in certain functional areas (e.g., agreeable advice, uncovered missed issues). In contrast, users with the same maturity of CHICA software but less familiarity showed more unfavorable opinions in both function and usage domains (e.g., worse technical support, rather not use CHICA). Our findings concur with prior research on CHICA, which demonstrated that users with more familiarity were more likely to fill out the physician worksheet prompts [31]. Beyond our local findings, other studies show familiarity with health information technology improves ease-of-use and perception [38,39]. Those implementing and maintaining CDSS should exercise patience while they work to continually improve it and respond to user feedback. Our results show that favorable opinions age well in an environment of coordinated effort to expand and integrate.
Our study has some limitations. It does not strictly fall under a repeated cross-sectional analysis. Although many of the respondents were likely the same across survey waves, with an anonymous survey we do not have within-respondent longitudinal data. It should be noted that our surveys gathered user opinions, and we did not conduct objective human factors and usability testing—a separate field that can directly inform the CDSS design [40,41]. Additionally, though qualitative user opinions were previously reported for only the first two years of this survey[9], we note a re-analysis is outside the scope of this report, but is planned for future work to describe the free-text survey responses. While CHICA was implemented in 2004, survey data are available starting in 2011. The data granularity was diminished by dichotomizing responses. Our results likely underestimate the true values, since we combined neutral and unfavorable responses. Finally, our analysis with System B was limited by a small sample size, which may have under-estimated the effects of user familiarity and system maturity.

5 Conclusion

Clinical decision support system (CDSS) user acceptability was assessed via repeated surveys over six years of implementation at several urban community pediatric clinics. CHICA users were more favorable towards the function and usage of the system as they gathered more familiarity and as the system matured, much like a positive feedback cycle. We propose the positive user opinions were influenced in part by several features previously identified as factors in short-term CDSS user satisfaction, including point-of-care actionable recommendations, EHR integration, user engagement and feedback, and an active technical team. Significant and ongoing quality improvement, user support, and patience are important in achieving wide-ranging, sustainable acceptance of clinical decision support systems.
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### Summary table

**What was already known on the topic**

- User satisfaction is heterogeneous among clinical decision support systems (CDSS) in short-term analyses.
- Short-term provider satisfaction is positively associated with CDSS that are voluntary, locally-developed, include point of care recommendations, and used in ambulatory settings.
- Qualitative user opinions of a computerized pediatric CDSS demonstrated general acceptance after two years.

**What this study added to our knowledge**

- Favorable opinions of the CDSS were more likely in frequent users, physicians and advanced practitioners, and full-time workers.
- Broad and sustainable improvement in user acceptability is possible with computerized CDSS.
- CDSS user acceptability improves with user familiarity and system functionality.
Highlights

- User acceptability can affect CDDS efficacy, but only short-term data are known.
- Computerized CDSS users completed surveys repeated five times over six years.
- Frequent users and clinical providers had more favorable opinions of the CDSS.
- CDSS user acceptability improves with time, user experience and system abilities.
- Broad and sustainable user acceptability is possible with computerized CDSS.
Figure 1.
Timeline of relevant CHICA events and survey waves.
Figure 2. Results of user responses by question and year

Percents indicate portion agreeing, disagreeing, or responding neutrally to survey questions in each year. Neutral responses are shown here divided evenly along the agree and disagree axis. Negatively worded questions are reverse scored such that all results are shown with leftward responses being unfavorable to the CDSS and rightward responses being favorable. Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding.
Figure 3. Adjusted logistic regression models of responding favorably acceptability survey. Each question represents a separate, adjusted model. Odds ratio estimates and 95% confidence intervals are depicted. Freq user = frequent CHICA user.
Figure 4. Summary of logistic regression models of responding favorably towards CHICA
Each point represents an odds ratio from a separate, adjusted model for each core acceptability question. The reference year is 2011. Transparent bars below point estimates show overlapping 95% confidence intervals. Asterisks denote significance at alpha = 0.05.
Table 1

Core acceptability questions and associated abbreviations used in this study. Several questions were negatively worded and their scoring was reversed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Reverse scored (negatively worded)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>CHICA sometimes reminds me of things I otherwise would have forgotten.</td>
<td>Reminds me</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHICA makes documentation easier.</td>
<td>Easier documentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHICA often makes mistakes.</td>
<td>Makes mistakes</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHICA has uncovered issues with patients that I might not otherwise have found out about.</td>
<td>Uncovers missed issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I often disagree with the advice CHICA gives.</td>
<td>Disagree with advice</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The handouts CHICA produces are useful.</td>
<td>Useful handouts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHICA makes lots of errors.</td>
<td>Makes errors</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>I rarely, if ever, use CHICA.</td>
<td>Rarely use</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHICA tends to slow down the clinic.</td>
<td>Slows clinic</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I would rather not use CHICA.</td>
<td>Rather not use</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHICA has too many technical problems.</td>
<td>Technical problems</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technical support for CHICA is very good.</td>
<td>Good technical support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2
Survey and respondent characteristics, divided by health system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health system</th>
<th>System A</th>
<th>System B</th>
<th>P*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>71 (20.2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>64 (18.2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>63 (17.9)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>79 (22.4)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>75 (21.3)</td>
<td>28 (100.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic role, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider</td>
<td>194 (55.1)</td>
<td>22 (78.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>154 (43.8)</td>
<td>6 (21.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>4 (1.1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHICA usage, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent</td>
<td>293 (83.2)</td>
<td>19 (67.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrequent</td>
<td>53 (15.1)</td>
<td>8 (28.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>6 (1.7)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work time, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full time</td>
<td>188 (53.4)</td>
<td>5 (17.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part time</td>
<td>153 (43.5)</td>
<td>22 (78.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>11 (3.1)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician status, n (%) **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>121 (62.4)</td>
<td>4 (18.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident</td>
<td>67 (34.5)</td>
<td>18 (81.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>6 (3.1)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Fisher’s exact test
** Limited to subset of respondents identifying as providers
Table 3

Significant associations between system maturity and user familiarity with users’ assessment of system function and usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>OR (95% CI) predicting a favorable response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>CHICA has uncovered issues with patients that I might not otherwise have found out about</td>
<td>5.18 (1.63–18.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>CHICA often makes mistakes</td>
<td>7.58 (2.43–26.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>I often disagree with the advice CHICA gives</td>
<td>4.24 (1.31–15.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of user familiarity (2016 System A versus 2016 System B [reference])</td>
<td>Function CHICA makes documentation easier</td>
<td>6.29 (1.9–23.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Function The handouts CHICA produces are useful</td>
<td>8.17 (1.73–46.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usage Technical support for CHICA is very good</td>
<td>15.89 (3.81–85.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usage I would rather not use CHICA</td>
<td>9.71 (3.16–33.54)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Models adjusted for clinic role, part-time status and CHICA use frequency